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SITTAAT: SOMALI WOMEN'S SONGS 
FOR "THE MOTHERS OF THE BELIEVERS" 
By Lidwien Kapteijns, with Mariam Omar Ali 
Inaad na qaadood na qaabishaa baan 
bint ar-rasuul kuugu baaqaynaa. 
lntaad tirnaadood na daadehaysaa 
bint ar-rasuul kuugu baaqaynaa. 
Rasuul dhashayd, raalliya haweeney, 
noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanaynaa. 1 
That you take and welcome us, 
daughter of the Prophet, 
for that we clamor, 
that you come and teach us how to walk, 
daughter of the Prophet, 
for that we clamor. 
You, child of the Prophet, 
most obedient of women, 
give us that for which we call upon you. 
It was 4:00 p.m. on Monday afternoon when Omar stopped by to take Mariam and me to 
something new to both of us, a sittaat session. 2 The Djibouti sun was still beating down as 
we entered the densely populated area oflow-level housing, still clearly recognizable as the 
quartiers indigenes of the only recently ended colonial period. 3 Djibouti's "uptown," or 
former European quarter, with its colonial architecture and (at night) gaudily lit bars and 
1 Audio-visual recordings of sittaat sessions led by Luula Saalix by Radio and Television Djibouti, 
1988. The transcibed and translated song texts of these sessions are hereafter referred to as RID l. 
2 The tenn sittaat is derived from the Arabic silt, "lady;" plural, sittaat. In this article sittaat refers 
both to the songs Somali women sing for the distinguished women of early Islam and to those "first ladies" 
themselves. 
This article is based on fieldwork in Djibouti in July-August 1987 and September-December 1989. 
The sittaat session described here took place on October 2, 1989. I gratefully acknowledge the financial 
support of the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Social Science Research Council, the American 
Philosophical Society and Wellesley College. My Somali colleagues in Djibouti, Maxammad Cabdillaahi 
Riraash, Comar Macallin, Cali Mouse Ciye, and the Honorable Ismaaciil Taani, have been my guides and 
have generously shared their substantial intellectual and audio-visual resources. Thanks also to Luula 
Saalix and her sittaat group for allowing me to participate in the sessions, and to Y asmiin Mouse and the 
late Mariam Haibe and their families for their unfailing friendship and support. My colleague Louise 
Marlow kindly read and commented upon the manuscript 
3Quartiers indigenes, the French tenn for "indigenous quarters" or "native town." Djibouti, inhabited 
by two national groups, the Somalis and the Afar (Danakil), was colonized by the French from the 1880s to 
1977, when it gained independence as the Republic of Djibouti. Djibouti is one of the five Somali-
inhabited areas that were colonized separately: Italian Somaliland, British Somaliland, French Somaliland 
(now Djibouti), the Ethiopia-dominated Ogaden, and the Northern Frontier District of Kenya. 
2 
discos frequented by French and Foreign Legion soldiers, lay behind us at about a mile 
distance. Our way this afternoon led from the house of my host family on the edge of the 
quartiers further into the warren of narrow, unpaved, and sun-drenched alleys towards the 
house of Luula Saalix, the elderly leader of the sittaat sessions in Quartier Quatre. As only 
women attend sittaat, Omar took only us as far as the house of a middle-aged acquaintance. 
Aamina was expecting us and took us the rest of the way. A charcoal burner with incense 
marked the entrance to the premises where the sittaat were held. Inside we found about ten 
other women, many of them in their fifties or early sixties, sitting on mats and pillows in a 
circle on the ground. Aamina introduced us to the group which, as I understood later, 
consisted of regular attenders and experts in sittaat, who gathered weekly between the 
afternoon and evening prayers. Compared to the more formal performances of sittaat on 
religious holidays such as the Prophet's birthday, these short, informal devotional 
gatherings took place with a minimum of ritual and emotional intensity. Yet the repertoire 
of songs was the same in both contexts, as was the purpose of singing to the distinguished 
women of early Islam and of asking for their help in this world and the next. 
Aamina introduced me as a teacher from the U.S. who wanted to inform her 
students about Islam. The women approved of this and made room for us in the circle. 
Luula Saalix, usually referred to as Ina Saalix (Saalix's daughter) was quietly but 
undisputedly in charge. She was seated on the ground behind a round, low, and wide 
drum, typical of the sittaat, surrounded with various kinds of eau de cologne, perfume, 
cadar (a dark and sweet Somali-Arab perfume), incense, and incense burners. A small heap 
of money (each participant contributed one hundred Djibouti francs for expenses) lay next 
to her. Luula's female assistants served in rapid succession qudhi (a herbal tea, drunk with 
milk and sugar), orange syrup, coffee, salool (popcorn), and xalwad (Turkish delight). 
Qaat (or chaat), the leaf stimulant commonly associated with male devotional practice in the 
area, was not chewed during the half-dozen or so sittaat sessions I attended; but it was 
sometimes chewed after the sessions and commonly consumed during all-night sessions 
such as on the Prophet's birthday, when many men and women spend the whole night, 
from late afternoon until the call to the early morning prayer, singing the praises of the 
Prophet and the awliyo.4 The various bottles of perfume were passed on to us, for the 
religion encourages cleanliness, and the Prophet and the awliyo love sweet fragrances. 
Udgoon, "fragrant one," is a constant attribute of the Prophet in the songs sung in his 
praise. Later, as they got to know me better, several older women expressed surprise at the 
fact that I was not foul-smelling as they believed all non-Muslims to be; they ascribed this 
to my heart's leanings toward the sittaat. During rituals, Somali Muslims act upon their 
belief that feasting the senses on beautiful clothes, good food, sweet fragrances, pleasing 
4Compare the Somali awliyo (sing., wali), to the Arabic awliya'. The term refers to Muslim 
individuals who during their lifetimes were extraordinarily pious aud are believed to have found such favor 
in the eyes of God that they could (aud cau) bring about miraculous things. 
3 
music, dancing, and stimulating substances such as coffee, tobacco, and qaat not only 
promotes and enhances deeply religious experiences but also helps to attract the spiritual 
presence of the saintly individual invoked in prayer and song. We perfumed ourselves. 
Then Luula asked us to cover our heads and the singing started. 
Allah bilownayee, bilownayee bissinkii Ilaahay 
Allah bilownayee, bilownayee beerkaygu ku jeclaa 
Allah bilownayee, bilownayee nabi Maxammed barakadiis 
Allah, aayaha Faduumo rasuul faraj ka doonayaa 
Allah dharraarta su'aasha waa yaab ee soo baxay 
Qori waa loo qaawiyey Qur'aanka qaaligii 
Qulwalla waa la akhriyey, qalbi ha loo lahaado 
Qalbiga uu nuurayaa aqoonna uu taraa 
Qulwalla qulqulaya qalbi ha loo lahaado 
Calaamadda qabrigiisa lagu qaboojiya 
Qulwalla qulqulaya qalbi ha loo lahaado 
Qof walibow nafta ha iska furo maalinta qiyaamaha 
Khudbad jimcaha la akhriyaa qalbiga i riyaaq 
Quluubtayada kula jirtay qiyaamaha noo shafeec 
Quluubtayada kula jirtay Maxammed noo shafeec 
oo waalidkii waalidkood iyo walaallaheen 
Allow naga waraabi Waaxidow jannada 
oo waalidkeen waalidkood iyo walaallaheen 
Allow ka waraabi webiyadajannada 
Bismillaahi, awwil buu ahaa 
Bismillaahi, aakbir buu ahaa 
Maxammed khalqi buu ahaa dadkana wuu ayaan badnaa5 
God, we begin with bissinka [the phrase "in the name of God, the Merciful, 
the Compassionate"]6 
God, we begin with my heart loving you 
God, we begin with the blessing of Prophet Muhammad 
God, through the merit of Fatima, daughter of the Prophet, we seek succor 
God, the Day of Questioning is a wonder revealed to us 
Wood was carved [into tablets] for the valuable Qur'an 
May they say the quickly pronounced qulwalla [the phrase "there is no 
power and no strength save in God"]7 with pure intention 
for it is the [votive] sign which will cool [the Prophet's] grave 
5RTD l. 
6-rbe Arabic phrase is bismil/ahi al-rahman al-rahim. 
7Toe Arabic phrase is la haw/a wala quwwata ilia billah. 
and will give peace to the Muslims who are in their tombs 
May they say the quickly pronounced qulwalla with pure intention 
May everyone prepare his soul for the Day of Judgment 
The Friday sermon has made my heart rejoice 
For our hearts which are with you [Muhammad], 
ask the Lord for forgiveness on the Day of Judgment 
For our hearts which are with you, Muhammad, 
ask the Lord for forgiveness 
And for [our] parents' parents and their siblings 
Oh God, the One and Only, give us to drink in paradise 
and our parents' parents and our siblings 
Oh God, let them drink from the rivers of paradise 
In the name of God, he [the Prophet] was the first 
In the name of God, he was the last 
Muhammad was God's creation, but he was the luckiest of all humans. 
4 
In the next song the women greeted and asked God's blessings for the Prophet. 
Songs of praise for him always come first in Luula's sittaat group, followed by a set of 
songs for 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani, the twelfth-century founder of the Sufi brotherhood 
called the Qadiriyya. 8 A third set of introductory songs is sung for the other awliyo Allaah, 
the saintly individuals of Islamic history who continue to inspire and provide guidance to 
many Muslims today. They are addressed both collectively and individually. The songs 
associate some of these with the introduction of coffee (Somali bun) into religious ritual, 
using the epithet of rabb al-bun ("lord of coffee") and implying that the awliyo come to 
earth attracted by the fragrance and taste of coffee.9 It is only then that the sittaat proper, 
the songs sung to the distinguished women of early Islam, can begin: 
Sittayaal baa soo socda 
samaddaa soo gudbay 
Allah, sabbaaddayadaa soo degtee .... 
Siraad ha loo sare kaco salliga 10 
The honored women [oflslam] are coming 
they have come from heaven 
God, our musk has come down to us .... 
Let us get up and greet the light. 
8see EJ. Bril/'s First Encylcopedia of Islam, 1913-1936, ed. by M.Th. Houtsman, T.W. Arnold, R. 
Basset, and R. Hartman, Vols. 1-9 (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1993), "Somaliland," and "Tariqa. • This source is 
hereafter referred to as Ell. 
9Sittaat session led by Luula Saalix, Djibouti, 2 October 1989. The recorded, transcribed, and 
translated song texts of this session are hereafter referred to as Interview l. In this context the women refer 
to Sheekh Caydaruus, perhaps the Abu Bakr ibn 'Abd Allah al-' Aydarus who is believed to have introduced 
the Qadiriyya into Harar around 1500 C.E. See Trimingham, 1965: 240. The women refer to the ritual of 
pouring coffee for the awliyo as jabo. 
10Jnterview l. 
5 
Although Luula's sittaat group has some Arabic songs in its repertoire, most sittaat 
are in Somali, even if with many Somalicized Arabic idioms. Already during our first 
session Mariam and I caught on to some of the refrains and were encouraged to sing along. 
On this Monday the sittaat proper began, as always, with songs for Xaawo (or 
Eve), whose status as "mother of the believers" and exemplary Muslim goes unquestioned 
and is likened to that of Ibraahiim (the Biblical Abraham) and other individuals of religious 
significance who figure in the sacred texts of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam alike.I 1 
After greeting Aadan (Adam), the song addresses Eve, praising her specifically as the first 
mother of humankind: 
As-salaam calaykum, Aboota Xaawa 
As-salaam calaykum, feedhiisa weeye 
As-salaam calaykum, ooridiisa weeye 
As-salaam calaykum, deeqdiisa weeye 
As-salaam calaykum, nuurkiisa weeye 
As-salaam calaykum, Allaa jeclaaday 
As-salaam calaykum, Allaa u roonaa 
As-salaam calaykum, Allaa kor yeellay 
As-salaam calaykum, Allaa u roonaa 
As-salaam calaykum, oo Aadan siiyey12 
Ummooy hortaa majirinoo 
Hooyooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Hortaa, heybedley, hortaa 
Hooyo la isma odhan 
Ummooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Hooyooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Ummooy Xaawaay, xubkeed xariiray 
Hadhgelkeedaa jannada 
Ummooy Xaawaay, ha hurdinee 
Xariirtaada noo gogolee 
Ummooy hortaa majirinoo 
Hooyoo hortaa ma jirinoo 
Ummooy Xaawooy, ha hurdinee 
Xadhkahaaga noo sooh 
Ummooy hortaa majirinoo 
Peace be upon you, grandmother Eve 
Peace be upon you, she is [Adam's] rib 
Peace be upon you, she is his wife 
Peace be upon you, a gift to him 
Peace be upon you, his light 
Peace be upon you, God loved her 
Peace be upon you, God was good to her 
Peace be upon you, God elevated her 
Peace be upon you, God was good to her 
Peace be upon you, and gave her to 
Adam. 
Before you [the name of] "mother" did not exist 
Before you "mania" did not exist 
Before you, respected one, before you 
People did not call each other mother 
Mother Eve, silken beauty, 
Paradise is her shelter 
Before you [the name of] "mother" did not exist 
Before you, "mama" did not exist 
Mother Eve, don't sleep 
Spread a bed of silk for us 
Before you [the name of] "mother" did not exist 
Before you "mania" did not exist 
Mother Eve, don't sleep 
Weave your ropes for us 
Before you [the name of] "mother" did not exist 
11See The Encyclopaedia of Islam, ed. by B. Lewis, V.L. Menage, Ch. Pellat and J. Schacht, new 
edition, Vols. I-VIl (Leiden: Brill, 1960-1993), "Ibrahim." This source is hereafter referred to as EP. In 
Islam Abraham is considered "the founder and refonner of the monotheistic Ka'ba cult," and a hanif ("one 
who followed the original and true (monotheistic) religion"). 
12Interview I. 
Hooyooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Xabaasheedii xundhurta weyneyd ayay 
Xeebta Jiddaa ku taallaa 
Ummooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Hooyooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Habiil iyo Qabiil hooyadooday 
hilowgaagaan qabaa 
Ummooy hortaa ma jirinoo 
Hooyooy hortaa ma jirinoo. 13 
Before you "mama" did not exist .... 
Her ancient grave 
lies on the beach of Jidda 
Before you [the name of] "mother" did not exist 
Before you "mama" did not exist 
You, mother of Habiil and Qabiil 
I am longing for you 
Before you [the name of] "mother" did not exist 
Before you "mama" did not exist. 
6 
After Eve, the sittaat address and honor Aamina (Amina), the Prophet's mother, 
Xaliimo Sacdiyya (Halima Sa'diyya), his foster-mother, and, on some occasions, Xaajra 
(Hagar), mother of Ismaaciil (Ishmael), and Maryam bint Cimraan (Mary, mother of 
Jesus), asking them for their guidance and intercession in this world and the next.14 Next 
come the Prophet's wives, with preference given to Khadiija (Khadija), his first wife, and 
Casha (' A'isha), his favourite spouse. This is one of the texts: 
Khadiija qubra, haween uguba khayr badnayd 
Maddi la beeninaayey, iyadaa bayaan u tidhi 
Markaasuu guursadayoo guri baa loo dhigay 
Nabigu uu mahadinayoo marway ahayd 
Markii ay wafaaday, qalbigiisuu u wajacay 
oo u bishaarayay inay beer janna ah ku hooyatay 
xasuusteediyo xidhiidhkeeda muhay15 nabigii 
Allaah, ayaanbadnaydaa addoonta Ilaahigay 
Barakadeedii, Allahayow, noo balaq.16 
Great Khadija, most blessed among women 
When he [the Prophet] was called a liar, 
she spoke the truth about him 
Then he married her and a house was prepared for her 
The Prophet thanked her; she was of high class 
When she passed away, his heart hurt 
He professed that she had gone home to the garden of paradise 
The Prophet cherished her memory and her bond with him 
God, she was lucky, this servant of God 
God, give us free access to her blessing 
13rnterview 1. 
14SeeEJ2, "Amina," Halima," and "Maryam." 
15conjectural reading. 
16RTD 1. 
Casha Abubakr Siddiiqay, cawaad labayd 
Casha Abubakr Siddiiqay, cilmaad labayd 
Casha Abubakr Siddiiqay, cis baad labayd 
Rasuulkii Maxammad baa reer lagaaga dhigay 
Kalgacalkii nabiga adigaa laguu kaamilay 
Nabadgelyaad gaadhay iyo nuur Ilaabay 
Xuuralcaynay, adaa xumo lagaa xarimee 
Ayaan badnayda addoonta Ilaabay 
Barakaddoodii Allabayow noo balaq 
Hooyooy, na xasuuso xaynkaan ku haysannaa17 
'Asha [daughter ot] Abubakr Siddiq, you were lucky 
'Asha Abubakr Siddiq, you had knowledge 
'Asha Abubakr Siddiq, you were respected 
The Prophet Muhammad built a family with her 
The Prophet's love was completed in you 
You have reached a safe haven and the light of God 
You, paradisical beauty, evil was barred [from being part] from you 
You, lucky one among God's servants 
God, give us free access to their [the women's] blessing 
Mother, remember us, we are holding the hem of your skirt. 
7 
After the Prophet's wives, the daughters of the Prophet form the next focus of 
devotion, in particular Faduumo (Arabic: Fatima), wife of the fourth Caliph 'Ali, in whose 
songs the sittaat sessions find their climax. The following song is known by its refrain: "I 
want the good Fatima." 
Daabo rasuulkii baa dhaloo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Darajooyin buu Rabbi siiyay, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Dabrigii Khadiijaa laga khalqay, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Sadaradda Qur'aankaa lagu saxay, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Jannada firduusaa loo furee, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Daarabajannadaa ku dakeysay, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Waa deeq Ilaabay soo dejiyoo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Xasaniyo Xuseen bay noo dhashoo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Dumarkiyo carruurtay jeceshaboo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Carruurta oo dhan buu ka doortay .... , Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Faadilan Ilaabuu u fasaxoo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Fadligeeda badan inay noo furtoo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa .... 
Inaan faa'isnoon kaaga fiirsanno, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Faadilan Ilaahuu ku fasaxayoo, Faduumo dayiba baan doonayaa 
Samaheeda badan inaad naga saamixdaa, Faduumo dayiba baan 
doonayaa .... 
Sitti xaaliyey, sitti caabudaay, noo bari Ilaahay Casiisah.18 
Taha, 19 the Prophet, gave birth to her, I want the good Fatima 
The Lord gave her high honors, I want the good Fatima 
She was created from Khadija's womb, I want the good Fatima 
She was mentioned in the lines of the Qur'an, I want the good Fatima 
Blessed paradise was opened for her, I want the good Fatima 
She is relaxing in the lofty premises of heaven, I want the good Fatima 
She is a gift God bestowed on us, I want the good Fatima .... 
She gave birth to Hasan and Husayn for us, I want the good Fatima 
She loves women and children, I want the good Fatima 
He [ the Prophet] preferred her among all his children, 
I want the good Fatima .... 
May God kindly allow, I want the good Fatima 
that she gives us access to her favors, I want the good Fatima 
In order to be successful, we will follow your example, 
I want the good Fatima 
May God kindly allow, I want the good Fatima 
that You [Lord] forgive us because of her good deeds, 
I want the good Fatima 
Sweet lady, God-serving lady, beg the Great God on our behalf. 
In the next hymn the women of the sittaat group urgently call upon Fatima for help: 
Madaad madaad, Faduuma rasuuley, madaad madaad, Faduuma rasuuley 
noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno .... 
Inaad na qaadood na qaabishaa baan, bint arrasuul kuugu baaqaynaa 
lntaad timaadood na daadehaysaa, bint arrasuul kuugu baaqaynaa 
rasuul dhashayd, raalliya haweeney, noo yeel waxaan kuugu 
yeedhanaynaa .... 
Janna firduus ah adaa furayee, noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno 
Xasan iyo Xuseen adigaa xambaaray, noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno 
Waad suubisoo nuur Allah bukaacay, noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno 
Rasuul dhashayd, raalliya haweeney, noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno 
Nimaad jeclaatay jannuu helayee, noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno20 
18RTD 1. 
8 
l9Jn the sittaat the Prophet is given many different praise names. This also echoes the occurrence of 
the three mystic letters/sounds at the beginning of certain Qur'an chapters. 
20RTD 1. 
Madaad madaad, 21 Fatima, daughter of the Prophet 
Give us that for which we call upon you .... 
That you take and welcome us 
daughter of the Prophet, for that we clamor 
That you come and teach us how to walk 
daughter of the Prophet, for that we clamor .... 
You are the one who opens the Firduus paradise 22 
give us that for which we call upon you 
You have carried Hasan and Husayn in your arms 
give us that for which we call upon you 
Through your good deeds God's light has overflown 
give us that for which we call upon you 
You, child of the Prophet, most obedient of women 
give us that for which we call upon you 
The person you love will enter paradise 
give us that for which we call upon you. 
9 
This is a third hymn for Fatima which urgently asks her to help the women singing the 
sittaat gain paradise. 
Allah, filsanay, Faduumooy, 
sow siraadka majoogtidoo shabshab noo guuri maysid? 
Allah, filsanay, Faduumooy, sow xisaabta ma joogtidoo xaf na siisan 
maysid? 
Allah, filsanay, Faduumooy, sow maqaamka23 rasuulka nagu qaabili 
maysid? 
Allah, filsanay, Faduumooy, sow xabiibka agtiisana nagu xaadiri maysid? 
Allah, filsanay, Faduumooy, 
sow albaabka firduusana, hooyooy, noo furl maysid. ... 24 
21Tois word is continuously used in the sittaat. It may relate to the Arabic madad, plural amdad, 
meaning "assistance, support," or to the term al-maddad, which in Somali Sufi brotherhoods, Trimingham 
reports, refers to the third and highest state of mystical attainment (Trimingham 1965: 238). J.W. 
McPherson defines meded as an "invocation for divine aid or strength" 1941: 62)." Earle H. Waugh defines 
madad as "grace, blessing," and also refers to it as that stage of the madih (religious praise singing) in 
which the singer celebrates the saint's presence (1989: 44, 164). 
22see E/2, "Djanna." Firdaws or firduus is the highest level of paradise, either in the seventh heaven 
or beyond it. 
23conjectural reading. 
24Sittaat session led by Luula Saalix, Djibouti, 27 October 1989. The recorded, transcribed, and 
translated song texts of this session are hereafter referred to as Interview 2. 
Oh God, you, Fatima, best of women 
aren't you residing in the light 
and won't you quickly take us there? 
Oh God, you, Fatima, best of women 
will you not be there on the Day of Reckoning 
and won't you quickly bring us on your side? 
Oh God, you, Fatima, best of women 
will you not receive us at the Prophet's shrine? 
Oh God, you, Fatima, best of women 
won't you bring us in the presence of the beloved [Prophet]? 
Oh God, you, Fatima, best of women 
won't you, who are blessed by God, give us to drink from the·well? 
Oh God, you, Fatima, best of women 
will you not open for us, mother, the gate of paradise? .... 
10 
In the following praise song to Fatima, she is addressed as Sahra Nuuray. The 
epithet Nuuray is the Somali parallel of the Arabic al-Zahra' ("the Shining One"), a praise-
name given to Fatima throughout the Islamic world.25 
Sahra Nuuray, samadda tii lagu hibiyey, Allah ya Allah 
Sahra Nuuray, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, umm al-Xasan iyo Xuseenay, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, salaankii muuminiinta, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, sittaatka ugu carfooney, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, sayyida Faduumo rasuuley, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, jannada udubkeeda weyney, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, jannada loo wada faraashiyey, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, sittaat Allah loogu yeedhiyey, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, safkeeda yoom al-bacdey, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, qiyaamaha noo shafeec, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, wadnaha ta igu sudhnayday, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, sidriga tii igaga tiillay, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, Safa iyo Marwo lagu mesaalay, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Sahra Nuuray, agtaada la soo fadhiistay, rasuulkii noogu salaamee 
Dhammaan Xaawaley adaa ku xaadir tahay. 26 
25EJ2, "Fatima." Djibouti women explained the name Sabra to me as follows. While the Prophet 
called his daughter Fatima, her mother Khadija called her Sabra It is common for Somali parents to each 
name their child, who thus grows up with two names. 
26Interview l. 
Shining One, who were made a gift to heaven, God, oh God, Shining One, 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, mother of Hasan and Husayn, greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, ladder for the believers, greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, most fragrant of the sittaat, greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, Lady Fatima, daughter of the Prophet, 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, the great pillar of heaven, greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, for whom all of heaven was prepared as a home, 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, [all] God's sittaat were called for you, 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, whose party [we hope to join] on the Day of Judgment, 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, obtain forgiveness for us on the Day of Judgment, 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, who is suspended in my heart, greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, who is residing in my chest, greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, who is compared to Safa and Marwa, 27 
greet the Prophet for us 
Shining One, next to whom people sit down, greet the Prophet for us 
All women gather to be in your presence 
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Sittaat, also known as Xaawiyo Faduumo ("Eve and Fatima"), madaxshub "the 
anointment of the head") and, particularly in the south, as Abbaay Sittidey, are sung 
throughout Somalia. 28 Little is known about their history, although oral sources generally 
point to a southern or southwestern rather than a northern (Djibouti, Somaliland) origin. 
The sittaat form part of a rich and varied range of cultural expressions of Islamic devotion 
in the Hom of Africa, forms of worship (in Arabic and Somali) that often are directly 
linked to the Sufi brotherhoods. This is the case with the men's xadra or dhikr (the ritual 
"mentioning" of God's name in accordance with ritual prescriptions specific to each 
brotherhood),29 the recited or chanted qasaayid (poems by and for the saintly individuals of 
the local and global Islamic past), and the maw/id an-nabi, a special ritual prayer about the 
life of the Prophet, which is performed with great religious zeal and emotion on the 
27 AI-Safa and al-Marwa are places near the well ofZemzem, where, Muslims believe, Hagar ran back 
and forth to find water for her son. This event is symbolically reenacted during the ritual pilgrimage to 
Mecca 
28In the south the names kur Qiterally the name of the wooden bowl used in the ceremonies) and 
Abbaay Nabiyey are also used (Personal information from Muhammed Haji Mukhtar). 
29Fordhikrandxadra (hadra), seeEP, "dhikr," and "hadra." For brotherhoods, seeEI 1, "Tariqa" 
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birthday of the Prophet, at weddings, funerals, and so forth.30 While the sittaat group of 
Luula Saalix has no formal connection to a brotherhood, the prominent place given in the 
hymns to 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani and the typically Sufi references (such as to the Prophet's 
and God's overflowing light and to chains of blessing) give them a strong Sufi and Qadiri 
flavor.31 It is possible that the sittaat originated during the period of great intensification of 
Sufi brotherhood activity in the first half of the nineteenth century, but neither this nor 
casual oral references to a pre-Islamic origin can currently be corroborated.32 
In contemporary Djibouti, women perform sittaat on three kinds of occasions. The 
first type of occasion is the informal and low-key one of the weekly devotional sessions 
described above. The objective here is to honor the first ladies of Islam and ask for their 
guidance. On the second type of occasion women gather to call upon the sittaat to come to 
the aid of a pregnant woman about to give birth. This performance of the sittaat is often 
called madaxshub, "the anointment of the head." The madaxshub I attended was held for 
the daughter-in-law of one of the women of Luula Saalix's sittaat group in October 1989. 
While the group of women gathered was much larger and the refreshments and food served 
much richer than on the Monday sessions, the sequence of the songs was as usual.33 
However, this time the anointment of the mother-to-he's head formed both the climax and 
the conclusion of the ceremony. The pregnant woman (who was expecting her first child) 
was put on two pillows. While Luula passed the incense burner over the young woman's 
head, and touched her belly and head, she recited special prayers (duco ), calling on the 
sittaat to support the girl during her upcoming ordeal and to help obtain God's blessing for 
a safe delivery: 
Maano Maanooy, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
Maano Xaawooy, Sittooy Xaawooy, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
Sittooy Aamina, umm arrasuulay, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
Xaliimo Sacdiya, umm arrasuulay, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
Sitt Khadiijay, sitta nebiyay, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
30por maw/id an-nabi, see E/2, "mawlid or mawlud," which defines it as follows: a "panagyrical 
poem of a legendary character." The maw/id text proceeds "through various tages and digressions (e.g. on 
the Prophet's ancestry) to the actual physical birth, which is preceded by an account of a miraculous 
announcement to his mother Amina [ ... ] that she is bearing the Prophet• In Djibouti, as elsewhere in East 
Africa, the most common text is that of al-Barzanji. See also Trimingham 1964: 94-95. 
31For an explanation of the Prophetic light, see E/1, "Nur Muhammadi". The examples come from 
the texts presented in this essay. 
32For the Qadiriyya nd other brotherhoods in Somalia, see Hersi 1977: 244-280; Trimingham 1965: 
239-42, 249; Trimingham 1964: 99-101; and Martin, 1976: 152-76. For hypotheses about relationships 
between the veneration of Sufi saints and pre-Islamic religion, see, for example, Braukamper 1992: 145-66. 
33Interview 2. This was the first time I heard the mother of' Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani addressed irectly. 
Sitta Caashaay, sitta nebiyay, midigtayda macsharkayaga .... 
Sittooy Maymuuna, zawjad nebiyay, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
Sittooy Faduumo, binti xabiibiyay, midigtayda macsharkayaga 
Sittooy Ruqiyya, binti nebiyay, midigtayda macsharkayaga .... 
Waa madaxshubkeeda, midigtayada midaan nicin macsharkayaga .... 
Allah ha u dhibyareyo, aamiin 
ummul Allah ha ka dhigo, aamiin .... 
Wixii foolana naga furo, sittana Faduumooy ... 
iga furo hawsha maanta .... 
Bint al-khayr, bint al-baraka, 
bint al-caafiya, Allah ha ka dhigo. 34 
Maano maano,35 my right hand on our Day of Judgment 
Lady Eve, Lady Eve, my right hand on our Day of Judgment 
Lady Amina, mother of the Prophet, my right hand on ... [etc.] 
Halima Sa'diyya, [foster-] mother of the Prophet, my right hand ... [etc.] 
Lady Khadija, wife of the Prophet, my right hand on our Day of Judgment 
Lady 'Asha, wife of the Prophet, my right hand on our Day of Judgment 
Lady Maymuna, wife of the Prophet, 
my right hand on our Day of Judgment 
Lady Fatima, daughter of the Beloved, 
my right hand on our Day of Judgment 
Lady Ruqiyya, daughter of the Prophet, my right hand on ... [etc.] .... 
It is her madaxshub, you who are the one who will not reject our right hand 
on our Day of Judgment .... 
May God make it easy for her, amen 
May He make her the mother of a new-born child, amen .... 
Lady Fatima, make it easy for anyone giving birth 
Today make my labor easy .... 
May God make her the daughter of goodness, the daughter of blessing, the 
daughter of health 
After the evening prayer the group dispersed. 
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The third type of context of the sittaat in Djibouti is their full-fledged, formal 
performance in a public space open to all women of the adjoining neighborhoods who may 
want to attend. Such sittaat sessions may be held during religious holidays or whenever a 
group of women combines its forces and resources to organize them. The public session I 
attended was held on 23 October 1989 in the community center of Quarrier Six. It was a 
34Jnterview 2. 
35The meaning of maano is said to be similar to silt ("lady"). Notice the name Maanafaay (consisting 
of maano and Faay or Fatima), in use among the descendants of the early inhabitants of Mogadishu (the 
Reer Xamar). 
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festive and formal occasion, attended by the wife of a minister and the wives of other 
members of Djibouti's high society. As Luula Saalix and her sittaat singers by now knew 
me well, my presence in this teeming crowd of women attracted little attention. Although 
unmarried women are welcome, most women present were of middle age and mothers. 
When I arrived, scores of women were preparing lunch in the courtyard outside. To their 
great credit, all hundred or so of us ate like queens, in spite of the crowd, the cramped 
quarters, and our awkward position on the floor, closely sandwiched in between other 
women. After lunch, many women performed their prayers, individually or led in prayer 
by one of their number. More carpets were spread. It was not until 4:00 p.m. that the 
drumming and singing began. From then until almost 6:00 p.m., we sang in praise of the 
Prophet, 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani, and the other awliyo. As the shadows grew longer, the 
atmosphere in the large room grew more excited and emotional. We had not yet reached the 
sittaat proper, when a television crew of the RTD (Radio and Television Djibouti) entered 
the room, announcing its intent to videotape part of the session. Television was not new to 
Ina Saalix and her group; she had been videotaped on the preceding Prophet's Birthday as 
well as on other special occasions-occasions that had yielded clean and clear recordings of 
the song texts, as she had been asked not to play the drum.36 The camera- and soundmen, 
cheeks bulging with qaat, impatiently demanded that Luula immediately perform the best-
known sittaat for Faduumo. Ina Saalix's sudden outburst of anger and the moral 
indignation of the other singers clarified for me much about the objectives of the sittaat. The 
women's anger expressed that they were not just performing for entertainment but were 
engaged in a purposeful ritual communication with the saintly individuals of the Islamic 
tradition, in particular the first ladies of Islam. Botching the sequence, jumping ahead to the 
climax, these were unthinkable to them. Luula swallowed her anger, stoically ignored the 
instrument-toting men, and continued the regular sequence. Soon the crew departed. It was 
almost 6:00 p.m. when we started the actual sittaat, singing and clapping for Eve, Amina, 
Halima, Khadija, 'Asha (' A'isha), and finally Fatima. By then we were enveloped in a 
cloud of incense and perfume. The atmosphere became frenzied, as scores of women 
reached a form of religious trance or absorption called muraaqo. Some women, 
individually or in pairs, covering their heads and shoulders with a scarf, got up to dance, a 
powerful, not very elegant set of movements, not unlike a march. Some women screamed. 
One woman fell down and rhythmically sobbed "mama, mama, mama," while her 
companions and neighbors tried to soothe her, covering her face with her shalmad (shawl) 
and perfuming her with incense and cologne. Two women, in trance, began to dance 
carrying incense burners with live coal on their heads. One of the singers began to shiver 
and weep; she was comforted and covered with a shawl by her neighbors. Perfume was 
poured wildly in all directions. Yet another woman began to yell angrily that they should do 
36Toe song texts referred to as RTD 1 were transcribed from such clean recordings, which M.A. 
Riraash kindly shared with me. 
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the sittaat right and not botch them up. These are some of the texts sung during these 
emotional moments: 
Madaad madaad, Faduumo Mukhtaaray [2x] 
noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno .... 
Jibaa na haysoo jidhkaa holcayee 
Madaad madaad, Faduumo rasuulay 
noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno 
Waan meemoo meemoo, ka maarmi maynee 
Madaad madaad, Faduumo rasuulay 
noo yeel waxaan kuugu yeedhanayno ... 37 
Madaad madaad, Fatima, daughter of the Chosen One 
Madaad madaad, Fatima, daughter of the Prophet 
Give us that for which we call upon you 
Ecstasy has me in its grip, my body is burning 
Madaad madaad, Fatima, daughter of the Prophet 
Give us that for which we call upon you 
We wandered and wandered, we cannot do without you 
Madaad madaad, Fatima, daughter of the Prophet 
Give us that for which we call upon you 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, hilaaci duunida gaadhay 
Halow Faduumo, horaan ku doonaynay 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, habartaan ugu jeclaayee 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, habaab baan ku qabnaayee 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, hilowgaagaan wadaa ... 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, horseedkii noo maqnaayee 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, hibaaqay, inan Mukhtaaray 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, seyyidadii inan rasuulay .... 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, hibaaqay, reer Firduusay 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, silsiladdaan naga furmaynee 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, siraadk:aan naga damaynee .... 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, ummada Xasan iyo Xuseenay 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, zawjadii Cali Imaamee 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, safkii Nuur Nebi gargaaray .... 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, salaanka nala dhacaynin 
Hilaalay, hooyadayay, siraadk:a naga damaynee38 
37 Sittaat session led by Casha Maxammad (from Hargeisa), Djibouti, 13 November 1989. The 
recorded, transcribed, and translated songtexts of this session are hereafter referred to as Interview 3. 
38Jnterview 3. 
You, new moon, mother, lightning that reached the earth 
shining Fatima, 39 we need you urgently 
You, new moon, mother, the mother whom we love best 
You, new moon, mother, I am disoriented for [love of) you 
You, new moon, mother, I am yearning for you .... 
You, new moon, mother, leader who is looking after our interests 
You, new moon, mother, fragrant plant, daughter of the Chosen One 
You, new moon, mother, noble lady, daughter of the Prophet .... 
You, new moon, mother, fragrant plant, inhabitant of paradise 
You, new moon, mother, the chain that will never be loosened from us 
You, new moon, mother, the light that will never be extinguished among 
us .... 
You, new moon, mother, mother of Hasan and Husayn 
You, new moon, mother, wife of Imam Ali 
You, new moon, mother, who supported the party of Nur, the Prophet .... 
You, new moon, mother, a ladder for us that does not fall down 
You, new moon, mother, light that will never be extinguished among us. 
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It was clear that the women sensed the spiritual presence of Fatima amongst us. 
Amid shouts of way joogtaa, way joogtaa ("she is present, she is present") and mutual 
reminders of keeping the head covered (implying her presence), the emotional intensity of 
the session reached its height. Around 8:00 p.m. the women began to disperse. 
The sittaat sung by Somali women for the distinguished women of early Islam form 
part of a wider orature of popular, often Sufi, Islamic expression. Some aspects of this 
Islamic literature and orature have been described by scholars such as B.W. Andrzejewski, 
I.M. Lewis ("Sufism in Somaliland")oods and the lives of specific Somali religious 
teachers have received attention as well. 40 However, many aspects and most texts of 
Somali Islamic orature remain undocumented. Apart from Abdisalam Yassin's 
Mohammed's "Sufi Poetry," this is true for the beautiful genre of nabi ammaan (Arabic 
madih), praise songs for the Prophet, which are sung by young and old, men and women. 
The following is a widely known (undated) example: 
As-salaam calayka 
ya qamar al-Makka 
Udgoonow rasuulkow 
kii Ilaahay doortee 
ummaddiisaan nahayoo 
39Conjectural translation. 
Peace be upon you 
moon of Mecca 
You, fragrant Prophet, 
chosen by God 
we belong to his community 
40see, for example, the works already referred to and Lewis 1969: 75-81; Martin, 1976: 152-237; 






ya qarnar al-Makka 
Udgoonow rasuulkow 
agoontiyo maatida 






ya qarnar al-Makka 
Udgoonow rasuulkow 
arliga mugdi ahaa 






ya qarnar al-Makka41 
Oh Prophet of God 
every person 
Oh Light of God 
praises you in his own tongue 
Peace be upon you 
moon of Mecca 
You, fragrant Prophet 
who used to gather 
the 01phans and needy 
Oh Prophet of God 
every person 
Oh Light of God 
praises you in his own tongue 
Peace be upon you 
moon of Mecca 
You, fragrant Prophet 
who lit up with [his] light 
the land which lay in darkness 
Oh Prophet of God 
every person 
Oh Light of God 
praises you in his own tongue 
Peace be upon you 
moon of Mecca 
The following nabi ammaan song is sung on the Prophet's birthday: 
Markuu dhashay rasuulku The Prophet's birth 
munaafiq wuu ku oogay set the unbelievers on fire 
Muslinkii wuu ahaatay and brought the Muslims into being 
Ilaahay baa mahadleh Thanks be to God 
Maxammad baa sharafleh and honor to Muhammad 
mugdigii buu iftiinshay for lighting up the darkness 
Markuu dhashay rasuulku When the Prophet was born 
dhirtiina way magooshay the trees put forth blossoms and 
shimbirahaa madiixay the birds sung his praise 
Ilaahay baa mahadleh Thanks be to God 
Maxammad baa sharafleh and honor to Muhammad 
mugdigii buu iftiinshay for lighting up the darkness 
41 Audio collection of Mariam Omar Ali and Lidwien Kapteijns. 
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Markuu dhashay rasuulku 
malaa'ik baa gelbisay 
adduunyaduu ku meeray 
Ilaahay baa mahadleh 
Maxammad baa sharafleh 
mugdigii buu iftiinshay 
Markuu dhashay rasuulku 
mashxaarad baan aloosnay 
mawlidkii waan kulannay 
Ilaahay baa mahadleh 
Maxammad baa sharafleh 
mugdigii buu iftiinshay 
Markuu dhashay rasuulku 
Muslinkii wuu shafeecay 
maqaam saraa la geyay42 
When the Prophet was born 
angels led him in procession 
Thus he travelled over the world 
Thanks be to God 
and honor to Muhammad 
for lighting up the darkuess 
When the Prophet was born 
we learned to ululate and 
experienced the mawlid 
Thanks be to God 
and honor to Muhammad 
for lighting up the darkuess 
When the Prophet was born 
he intervened on behalf of Muslims 
and obtained high rank for them 
18 
This genre of nabi ammaan shows parallels in content with the sittaat. One might 
even argue that the latter are just a part of the former, as the sittaat songs are mostly in 
praise of those women who are closely related to the Prophet. 43 In contrast to the nabi 
ammaan, however, sittaat are only sung by women, following the rules of composition 
typical of the most prestigous women's poetic genre, that of the buraanbur.44 With the 
dhikr and xadra the sittaat share the objective of attaining spiritual ecstasy (muraaqo ), and 
with the religious recital called the mawlid an-nabi it has in common its intent of bringing 
about the spiritual presence of the saintly individual invoked. 45 The mawlid (in Arabic) is 
recited by men, with great emotional intensity and at high speed, accompanied by energetic 
handclapping and (sometimes) dancing. When the reciter reaches the passage marxaba ya 
rasuul, marxaba ("welcome Prophet, welcome"), everyone, even women sitting with 
covered heads at the periphery of the performance, gets up and greets the Prophet, believed 
42Audio collection of the authors. 
43 As discussed above, this is not quite true, as women such as Eve, Maryam (mother of 'Isa), Hajra 
(mother of Isma'il), and the mother of 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani also figure in the sittaat. 
44Toe buraanbur is similar to, but somewhat longer than the gabay, the most prestigous poetic genre 
of men. See, for examples, Andrzejewski and Lewis 1964. 
45In his description of Sufi brotherhoods in Somalia, Trimingham notes: "Women, who are generally 
old, are often affiliated to an order and take part in its exercises. They are called by the Somali term abbayal 
(sing. abbaya) which means 'eldest sister'" (Trimingham 1965: 238). Women indeed sometimes attend 
dhikr meetings or recitals of the maw/id, but do not participate. The term abbayal is reminiscent of the 
term Abbaay Sitti, one of the names for the sittaat in the south. For women's participation in devotional 
practice, compare Trimingham 1964: 87. 
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to be actually present.46 This is similar to the sittaat's objective of bringing about Fatima's 
presence among the group. Further comparisons, as well as conclusions about the 
uniqueness of the Somali sittaat, must await a more thorough documentation of Islamic 
orature not only in Somalia but also in other parts of Northeast Africa and Southern Arabia. 
If the Somali sittaat are on the one hand part of a wider Islamic orature, they belong 
on the other hand to a wider context of women's culture and orature. In Somali society age 
and gender have always been strong determinants of the social roles, obligations, 
opportunities, and status of its members. Married women are (and have been) a distinct 
social group with many common duties, rights, and challenges related to their position as 
wives and mothers.47 As a social and cultural activity by women and for women, the sittaat 
sessions are not unique in Somali society, where women have commonly worked, 
socialized, and prayed together, separate (though not secluded) from men. The sittaat 
represent an explicit assertion of the common bond and plight of women in two ways. 
First, the singers of sittaat in Djibouti explicitly emphasize their common problems as 
wives, mothers, and providers in the urban slums of underdeveloped, French-dominated 
Djibouti. Secondly, they appeal to their common bond of womanhood with the famous 
women (mothers, wives, and daughters) of early Islam. In doing so they explicitly assert 
the values central to their own lives. They sing in praise of Eve as humankind's first wife 
and mother. They celebrate the loyal wifehood of Khadija, so beloved by the Prophet, with 
the lines "when she passed away, his heart hurt." In Fatima they praise the significance of 
daughterhood (to the Prophet, who "preferred her among all his children"), her wifehood 
(to 'Ali, the fourth Caliph), and her motherhood (to Hasan and Husayn). The imagery used 
in the sittaat concretely links the singers to the heavenly ladies by way of "chains" (of 
blessing), "ropes," "ladders," and "lights" (concepts typical of Sufism) and by way way of 
the "skirt hems" of the sittaat ( a concept typical of women's culture). 
This assertion of their separate and significant identity as mothers and wives is in 
accordance with the dominant cultural and religious definitions of (and prescriptions for) 
these roles. Somali women call upon the "Mothers of the Believers" as women, hoping to 
learn from them how to become better Muslim wives and mothers so that they may gain 
paradise. Thus in the prayers (duco) interspersed among the songs, the women ask God, 
through the Prophet and the sittaat, for help in their relations with husbands, in improving 
the behavior of their children, in being able to get pregnant and to give birth safely, and in 
obtaining intercession on the Day of Judgment. The following are two such ducos. The 
first warns the soul that it should prepare for death and has no contents specific to women's 
condition: 
46Fieldwork, Djibouti, 1989. Compare Trimingham 1964: 86, 95-96. 
47For more detail, see Kapteijns 1991 and Kapteijns 1994: 211-32. 
You, unaware soul, are you not aware that you will be asked on the day of 
Judgment about the debt that you owe the Lord? Are you unaware of the lies 
you used to like? Are you unaware of the evil you like? Are you unaware of 
the qasil [plant used to wash the dead], the bed [on which the body is 
washed], and the cold water? .... Are you unaware of the grave, the ants, 
and so forth, of the day of Judgment, the Hidden Day, that you will not live 
forever? That the sun will be near when you stand in line on the Day of 
Judgement? Are you unaware of the difference between good and bad, that 
you took what was not yours?" 48 
The second one specifically addresses women's concerns: 
May God bestow on us the blessing of our Prophet Muhammad. God, 
bestow good things on our children. May they not make their parents, who 
gave birth to them, go without their just reward. May they festively parade 
for the religion, may they pray and fast. We are concerned about them; 
God, put them straight. Against the world which leads them astray, Lord, 
please protect them .... 49 
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That women reinforce the dominant cultural values of mother- and wifehood is also 
evident in the folk xadiith (H adith) they tell each other, not during the sittaat sessions but in 
conversations relating to them. 50 Most folk xadiith have a strong moral lesson, as in the 
saying ascribed to Abu Hureira, one of the Prophet's Companions: "A woman is as close 
to heaven as her skirt hem is to the ground. "51 Wifely obedience figures prominently in the 
xadiith involving Fatima, to whom the sittaat refer as raalliya haween, "the most obedient 
of women." Somali women relate that Fatima was initially not keen on marrying 'Ali, as 
he had bad breath, was balding, and had crooked legs. But she had to accept, when her 
father (the Prophet) explained, that 'Ali had bad breath because of having fasted for three 
months; that he was balding because hard work had made him sweat under his head cover; 
and that he had crooked legs because he was a great warrior on horseback. 52 Fatima had to 
be taught to be raalliya by her father, who advised her, Somali women relate to each other, 
that she should prepare in three ways for her husband's return home at the end of the day. 
She should have a jug of water ready for him, so that he could drink; she should have a 
stick ready for him, so that he could beat her if he were angry; and she should undo her 
48Interview 2. 
49Interview 2. 
50xadiith (Arabic Hadith), the Traditions or Reports about the life of the Prophet, relating the deeds 
and utterances of the Prophet and his Companions. Most of the folk xadiith quoted here do not figure in the 
prestigeous Hadith collections of Islam. 
51 Interview 2. 
52arai information, Djibouti, October 23. 
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waist belt, so he could sleep with her if he had that desire. 53 Many younger women take 
these stories with a grain of salt, but the point that dominant culture makes through them 
about wifehood and obedience is nevertheless unambiguous. 
There is one way, however, in which the hymns called sittaat make a strong 
statement that is somewhat incongruous with dominant societal values and expectations. In 
spite of the fact that in Djibouti many of the regular participants in the sittaat are women 
who are middle-aged or older, who include divorcees, widows, and mothers of grown 
(often unemployed) children, who belong to the urban lower class and often have to 
provide for their own living, they nevertheless insist upon their daughterhood in relation to 
the sittaat in heaven. As daughters, they appeal to them for the love, help, care and teaching 
that mothers give their daughters. In expressing their expectations that the heavenly ladies 
will take care of them in infinite and intimate detail, in this life, on the Day of Judgment and 
in paradise, Somali women challenge in song the harsh age- and gender-based realities of 
their daily lives: 
Silsiladdaada nagu qaad, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Siraadkaaga na horqaad, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Sidaad tahay ba naga yeel, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Sabiibkaaga na cunsii, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Sidaad tahay ba naga yeel, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Sariirtaada noo gogol, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Samo Maxammad na horgee, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Salaankaaga na korsii, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Kulaabkaaga noo gogol, Sayyida Faduumooy 
Xariirtaada na huwi, Sayyida Faduumooy54 
Lady Fatima, take us along with your chain 
Lady Fatima, lead us with your light 
Lady Fatima, make us as you are 
Lady Fatima, give us your raisins to eat 
Lady Fatima, make us as you are 
Lady Fatima, give us your musk to smell 
Lady Fatima, spread your bed for us 
Lady Fatima, bring us in the presence of the good Muhammed 
Lady Fatima, help us climb your ladder 
Lady Fatima, spread your wrap as our bedding 
Lady Fatima, wrap us in your silk 
53pieJdwork Djibouti, 1989. There is a reference to the stick in the sittaat recorded in Interview 2. 
54Interview 3. 
Xaawo Nuuriyo xerteedii wanaagsanayd 
oo Aaminiyo Aasiyo ururkii reer sittaat 
oo Mruyamay binta Cimraan Ciisa hooyadii 
oo Faduumiyo hooyadeedii fadliga badnaa 
Aswaajii nabiga umm al-muuminiintii 
Waa ahl albaytkii Ilaahay ammaanayoo 
Hablaha la rabbeeyay iyo raabbacooyinkoodii55 
Dariiqaad soo marteen Eebbe noo dawee 
Na daadeheeyoo sidii ubadkii noo dayo 
Allahow Faduuma ha naga reebin, ya raxmaan 
Midigta hana qabato maalinta la murugsanyahay 
Nala rafiiqsii, Ilaahay Raxiimow 
Hooyadood iyo hablihii hoy aan wada galno 
Sittaatkiiyo ehelka sooryada aan wada cunno 
Jannada aan ku dhaqanno .... 
nabiga Maxammad maqaamkiisa aan tagno 
Waynow wejigaaga waqti walba na gee56 
Shining Eve and her good companions 
Amina and Asiya and the whole community of the sittaat 
and you, Maryam, daughter of 'Imran, mother of 'Isa 
and Fatima and her highly favored mother 
and the wives of the Prophet, mother[s] of the believers 
who are the Prophet's family, praised by God 
well brought up girls and their companions 
May God make us whole [by allowing us to follow] 
the road along which you passed 
Teach us how to walk, look upon us as your children 
Merciful God, don't keep Fatima away from us 
May she take us by the right hand 
on the Day On Which One Is Sorrowful 
Make us their companions, Compassionate God 
May we all live in one home with their mothers and daughters 
May we all eat together with the sittaat and [the Prophet's] family 
May we come to live in paradise .... 
May we go to the shrine of Prophet Muhammad 





The sittaat represent an authentically Somali poetic genre in which women express 
and experience their spirituality and their emotional involvement in Islam. However, like 
many other forms of women's orature, the sittaat have remained marginal to Somali cultural 
production as a whole. This marginality is partly due to the age and gender of those who 
commmonly perform and frequent sittaat sessions, that is to say, older women, who have 
access neither to the religious authority of Islamic tradition nor to the cultural prestige of a 
Western education. Both culturally and economically, the women who perform sittaat lack 
power and authority. The sittaat are marginal also because, in the colonial period, Somali 
popular expressions of Islam came to be defined as backward in relation to the power 
structures of the colonial state. Although in northern Somalia the colonial encounter 
produced a definition of "authentic tradition" that gave more emphasis to a newly 
hierarchized, formalized and newly defined kinship identity than to Islam,57 the colonizers 
nevertheless attempted to formalize and "upgrade" Somali Islam, thus to some extent 
marginalizing those local practices that lacked the foreign, formal stamp of approval. This 
onus of backwardness persisted after independence, when then the ex-colonial middle 
class, with its Western education and aspirations, set the tone. 
Some Somali intellectuals (such as Maxammed Cabdillaahi Riraash and Cumar 
Macallin, who introduced me to the sittaat) have acknowledged and asserted the aesthetic, 
literary, and social value of the sittaat. They have begun to record and preserve them as part 
of the Somali cultural heritage, and have given the sittaat performers such as Luula Saalix a 
small moral boost through their interest. Yet most other middle-class men (merchants, 
shopkeepers, teachers, and professionals rather than writers, literary analysts, and 
intellectuals) at best regard the sittaat as backward, ignorant, and unnecessary expressions 
of Islamic piety. A substantial number of these men have become attracted to a lifestyle of 
intensified personal piety, as advocated (largely by audiovisual means) by religious 
teachers from the Arab Middle East and Iran. While so far not actually hostile to the sittaat 
groups, these men have their eyes and aspirations fixed on the cultural examples of the so-
called Islamic heartlands and have firmly turned their backs on Somali Islamic culture.58 
The growing impact of explicitly politic_ized Islamist groups is, for the moment at least, 
intensifing the marginalization of Somali Sufi ritual and orature. 
Many young middle-class women have also embraced a more pious Islamic lifestyle 
in place of the secular, neocolonial, consumer-oriented culture imported from France. 
These women have begun to take lessons in Qur'an exegesis and recitation and organize 
their own study and prayer circles. Whether these women will retrieve the sittaat from the 
persisting cultural marginality and the possible extinction to which they seem presently 
57Lidwien Kapteijns 1991. 
58Fieldwork Djibouti, 1989. 
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doomed is yet unclear. 59 The depth of the spiritual, emotional, and aesthetic appeal of the 
sittaat and the shallowness (both in substance and in chronological depth) of the class gap 
separating most Somali women from their mothers and grandmothers may yet contribute to 
the preservation of this unique genre of women's Islamic orature in Somali. 
59 As wedding parties are sometimes frowned upon by the current regime in Sudan, women have 
begun to attend madih parties, at which praise songs for the Prophet take the place of Sudanese pop songs. 
These are not, however, exclusively sung for and by women. The Sudanese social reform movement called 
the Republican Brothers (whose leader Mahmud Muhammed Taha was executed by ex-President Nimeiri 
because of his unwillingness to accept the dictates of fundamentalist interpretations of Islam) represents a 
unique case of modem Sufism. Among the Republicans, men and women compose and sing praise-songs 
for Fatima together (personal communication, W. Stephen Howard and Ahmad Dali). 
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